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HONOR'S ARIUM 

December 1, 997 Lewis G. Gatch 

"Another towel please, Michelle." 

"Darling, that's your third. What will she think?" 
whispered Buffy to her lawyer husband, Chip Crown, as the 
747 started it s descent to Nice. 

"who care s what a stewardess thinks?" Chip replied. 
"Stop worrying about other people now - everything's 
under control." He applied the steaming fabric to his 
face, humming with pleasure at the sensation. 

Reclining in the spacious upper deck seat, Chip 
reviewed the remarkable events of the last year, a review 
he would do frequently during the following month, while 
sipping champagne on the deck of their villa in Menton -
gazing over the sparkling Mediterranean. They could have 
taken a place in Monte Carlo, but the quieter Menton 
seemed the better choice. Despite the return of good 
times, their brush with angry creditors, caused them to 
choose a less expensive rental - but close enough to 
Monte Carlo and Nice to participate in any Riviera 
pleasure they might select. It was late February. 
Menton would hold the Citrus Festival. Parades with 
elaborate floats made with lemons and oranges would soon 
fill the palm-lined streets. Mimosa flooded the meadows 
above the seaside city. The open - air market would be 
redolent with the golden spray's pungent scent - an aroma 
powerful enough to mask all other odors - even that of 
death due to prostate cancer. 

Chip had emerged last in a family of five children. 
His father, Dr. Karl Crown, a retired dentist his 
recently deceased mother - his four older sisters - and 
Chip. Each child had a spouse and two children _ 
totaling 20 recipients for the annual exclusion gifts 
Chip had finally pried loose from Dr. Crown's stash 
Chip's success on that score plus Dr. Crown's commitment 
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to an ongoing gift program, prompted Chip's grateful 
sisters to give him and Buffy the French trip. 

As the baby of the family and the long awaited male 
heir, Chip happily suffered too much praise, attention, 
and excuses for shortcomings, resulting in a spoiled, 
unmotivated adult who came quite naturally to the idea 
that family and friends populated the earth to satisfy 
his whims. 

Dr. Crown took undergraduate and dental degrees from 
Ohio State. Chip also attended asu, but opted for law 
instead of dentistry, after a mediocre undergraduate 
career. Four years of scarlet and grey, inspired, not by 
learning or professors rather by a steady flow of 
fraternity parties - a new crop of freshman girls each 
year - and Spring breaks in Lauderdale. Exam time and 
the annual gridiron loss to Michigan, caused the only 
blips on Chip's care-free college screen. But for his 
friend, Scott Scrivener, d Phi Beta Kappa Sigma Chi 
brother who managed to pack enough information into Chip 
to pass his senior finals, and make a minimum grade on 
the LSAT, Chip would not be a lawyer. Floating near the 
bottom of his law school class and passing the bar exam 
only on his third try, Chip dttracted no offers from 
home-town law firms. 

Dr. Crown counted among his grateful patients the 
head of the local labor council - a consortium of the 
unions in town. After ('hip entered law school, the 
patient suggested to Dr. Crown that Chip could make a 
good living out of the worker's compensation system under 
certain circumstances. The deal they struck produced 16 
gold crowns for the man and his family, plus the promise 
of free dentistry as long as Dr. Crown wielded a drill. 
True to his word, the labor leader arranged to have 
injured workers otherwise unrepresented retain young Chip 
Crown, after he hung out his shingle. 

The Ohio comp system, allowing contingent attorney 
fees, together with a reliable flow of injured workers, 
provided Chip a handsome living right from the start. 
The young Crowns purchased a 40 acre farm in Warren 
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county. it e ortgage, the house and barn 
renovat ion , - h e r enc ' ng, t he construction of the 5 acre 
lake, and - h e p rchase of 2 quality dressage hunter -
jumpers, ( t 0 mention the tuition to send the kids to 
private schools because the Lebanon System might now grow 
a leaf on the ivy vine) the Crowns found themselves 
g r appling with monthly payments that matched after - tax 
earni ng s . Five y ears later, when Chip's practice hit a 
bri ck wall, they were in trouble . What brick wall? The 
ballot box. Despite an expensive and acrimonious 
campa ign waged by plaintiff's attorneys and unions, the 
voters of Ohio wise ly decided to change the workers comp 
laws b y voting "yes" on Issue 2 . The new law squeezed 
most of the juice from Chip's contingent fee practice. 

The s olution to Chip's cash flow problem, together 
with a n ingenious plan to avoid at least 2 million 
dollars in es t a t e tax at Dr. Crown's imminent death, came 
serendip i t ous ly f r om his old friend Scott Scrivener, now 
practicing in a boutique law firm in Columbus, 
spec ializing i n estate planning. 

As bac kground, the listener should know that Dr. and 
Mr s . Cr own made the mistake of asking their son - the 
lawy e r to prepare their estate plan. Forgetting 
ce r tain "must-use" planning concepts, Chip prepared basic 
wills in whi ch his parents left everything to each other, 
and at the death of the survivor, equally to the five 
children. The parents bragged to their friends about the 
simplicity of Chip's plan. It was simple all right. 
Upon Mrs. Crown's accidental death, her assets, primarily 
a chunk of Procter & Gamble stock passed to Dr. Crown. 
Chip handled the probate e state (his f i r st) and 
graciously charged his father only 2% of the estate 
rather than the normal 4% legal fee. One of the sisters 
did grouse a little about "baby brother" nailing $75 000 
fo~ prob~ting li~tle but P&G stock. How hard could that 
b e . Chl.p explal.ned that the fee was well within the 
Court guide l i ne s for attorney fees. 

Dr . Crown earned a good living, but putting 5 
children through college and post graduate work, limited 
h is savings. The bulk of the family wealth came through 
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Mrs. Crown - the oldest-fashioned way - she inher~ted it. 
"It" being 25,000 shares of Procter, a holdlng now 
belonging to Karl Crown. Chip told his father what Scott 
had said: "The meek shall inherit the earth and at a 
stepped-up basis." Passing through Mom's. estate,. the 
P&G now 50 000 shares after the latest spl~t, carr~ed a 
$50'per sha~e cost basis, the value at her death. Chip 
considered selling some of the holding to produce more 
cash for Dr. Crown than came from P&G's meager dividend. 
Chip did the considering because his father cared little 
about such matters due to advanced prostate cancer, a 
touch of dementia, and a general lack of interest in 
business matters. 

Dr. Crown had been pleased that there was no tax on 
his wife's estate, because of the unlimited marital 
deduction. He held Chip personally responsible for this 
good result. Twelve months after Mother died, Chip 
discovered his costly mistake - he had blown his mother's 
$600,000 exemption from estate tax. Gone with the wind. 
She had given everything to Dr. Crown. It passed under 
marital deduction - all to be taxed, less his single 
exemption, at his death. Chip discovered that the 
exemption amount should be left directly to children 
(when the surviving spouse doesn't need to live off it), 

o r in a bypass trust from which the surviving spouse will 
receive income with limited rights to principal. Bypass 
trust assets are not included in a survivor's estate 
because the survivor doesn't own those assets. Even if 
the assets in the bypass trust have appreciated in value, 
well above the e xemption level, they nevertheless pass to 
t he children tax - free at the survivor's death. This 
basic by-pass trust strategy - a major break Uncle Sam 
gives us - had been missed by Chip. Even after his 
mother's death, he could have cured the problem by having 
hi~ father disclaim the first $600,000 of her assets, 
wh~ch would have then passed to the children , as if Dr. 
C~()wn had predeceased. Chip didn't ask Dad to disclaim 
wlthin the requisite 9 month period after Mom's death 
because ,he didn't know about the disclaimer. The famil~ 
ne:rer dlscussed these two acts of malpractice. Why? 
Ch~p never confessed. The cost to the family? The 
$240,000 (minimum) in estate tax due at Dr. Crown's death 
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rs . Crown's unused exemption amount 
Any growth in those assets would 

- i. e . , the cax n 
sti ll in hi s hands. 
increase the pe alty . 

Chip discovered both mistakes at a continuing legal 
educat ion (CLE ) seminar in Columbus. Ohio lawyers must 
take 24 hours of CLE every two years on whatever subjects 
they choose. There are no specialties in Ohio other than 
Patent and Admiralty Law. The contraction of his workers 
comp practice because of the new law prompted Chip to 
attend a probate seminar - possibly a new arena for him. 
After all, union people and their parents die like the 
rest of us, he thought. 

On the monotonous drive up the interstate to 
Columbus that CLE morning, Chip contemplated the 
situation with the Crown family. Dr. Crown, age 79, had 
decided against radical abdominal surgery to remove the 
prostate and any malignant l,ymph nodes ,that might, be 
found. Owning the Procter, whlch was pushlng an all tlme 
high, his home, a modest IRA, and bank accounts, his 
gross estate would be roughly 4.6 million dollars. Dr. 
Crown was surprised to learn the tax on his death would 
be approximately 2 million dollars. The doting children 
WAre depressed. The sisters asked their brother - the 
lawyer - to find a solution. He had done such a good job 
of eliminating the death tax in mother's estate. 

During the first hour, Chip learned that his father 
could give $10, 000 each year to as many people as he 
~elected, whether or not related. Chip did some quick 
math. Five children, five spouses, ten grandchildren. 
20 donees at $10,000 meant that Dr. Crown could pass 
$200,000 to his family each year, free of tax, no gift 
tax return necessary. What's more, he learned that the 
new tax law, euphemistically called "The Tax Relief Act 
of '97" (it should have been called the Tax Preparer's 
Reli~f Act of ,'97 because of its complexity), provided 
for lncreases In the $10,000, indexed by inflation. In 
~ess t~an 2 years it wo~ld,b~ $11,000 assuming prevailing 
InflatIon rates. The slgnlflcance of the indexing is not 
the dollar increase he learnpri, but the signal that the 
exclusion will be around for a while. (Not long before 
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the Feds had talked about limiting such gifts to $30,000 
per family, per year). Chip realized that all Dr. Crown 
had to do was live 20 years - make $200,000 worth of 
annual gifts, and thus strip 4 millions do~lars fr?m ~is 
estate, tax free, thereby saving the klds 2 mllllon 
dollars at the time of his death. But Dr. Crown wouldn't 
live 20 years - probably not two. Chip needed plan B. 

During the break, after discussing that year's 
undeserved, yet somehow expected, loss to Michigan with 
Scott, who had lectured that morning, Chip r e vealed the 
c rown's 2 million dollar tax problem. 

Scott said, "Let met tell you about a device that we 
won't study today. A conduit trust." 

"Never heard of it," said Chip. 

"How could you?" said Scott. "I made up the name. 
It's not in the books. I only tell my closest friends 
about this little piece of magic. They use it quietly as 
will you. It works great in a second marriage between a 
wealthy geezer with children by his first marriage, and 
a TW without children." 

"What's a TW?" asked Chip. 

"A Trophy Wife," replied Scott. "In the first 
place, the geezer (no offense to your father) and the TW 
can double the amount of the annual exclusion gifts. 
Your father could give away $400,000 each year instead of 
$200,000 because a TW also has the exclusion rights which 
she lends to the husband, even though her assets are not 
gifted. Most TW's don't' have assets anyway." 

"Wait a minu te !" Chip broke in. "Dad's not about to 
get married again, even if we could find someone willing 
to put up with him." 

"Don't despair, Chip. That bridge has been crossed 
before - from both directions. Here's your problem. Dad 
may not live the 20 years to gift his stuff down tax
free. Wouldn't it be nice to have someone around a long 
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time to make those annual exclusion gifts for him, to the 
very sa e oved ones, out of the very same assets, using 
her exc sion rights? And, wouldn't it be lovely if, at 
your father's death, all that P&G once again escaped 
taxation? You father could leave the $600,000 to you 
kids, no tax, and everything else could be left in a Q
tip trust to a cooperative TW." Scott paused to let the 
idea sink in. 

"You mean my dad should marry some babe and leave 
everything to her just to take advantage of the marital 
deduction with the hope that she's going to give it to 
us? I don't think so. We'll take the 2 million after 
tax. Better than nothing." 

"Hold on," said Scott. "Didn't you understand the 
Q-tip trust they covered last hour? In the early 80's, 
unbeknownst to the stronger sex, Congress slipped it to 
them by allowing an unlimited marital deduction from 
estate tax for assets that don't pass outright to a 
surviving spouse. With a Qualified Terminable Interest 
Property trust, a husband can control his principal by 
leaving income only to his widow, with principal passing 
to the children at her death. Qualifies for marital 
deduction even though she can't dispose of it. Those 
boys in Congress must have had an eye on the 50% divorce 
rate. Also called a 'bloodline trust I • It works in 
second marriages, where you want to do something for the 
TW, but keep the jewels in the family after she dies. 
Here's the deal. Your dad marries a young, cooperative 
TW. He leaves everything above the exemption in a Q-tip 
trust for her lifetime, or, until the principal has all 
b~en distributed to her. You are the Trustee - your 
sls~e~s are Successor Trustees - and you may appoint 
addltlonal successors. Each year you must distribute all 
the income to her." 

"How much will that be?" asked Chip. 

"That will be determined by you as the Trustee. If 
you invest in growth stocks, it won't be much. If you 
put it in long bonds, it will be about 6%. The 
investment strategy will be part of the deal you strike 
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with the TW before the marriage. After the marriage, 
during your dad's lifetime, they can move $400,000 per 
year downstream with annual gifting. What if your father 
doesn't live much longer? Let's assume your dad's 
taxable estate is $4,600,000. The kids get $600,000 tax 
free because of his exemption, and $4,000,000 stays in 
the Q-tip trust - no tax because of marital deduction. 
TW gets the income each year - right? Now listen 
carefully - here comes the magic . You, as Trustee, have 
discretionary right to distribute principal to her for 
any purpose. Guess how much principal you will 
distribute each year?" 

"None," said Chip. "Zip. Zero. Why would I want 
her to have principal that eventually will come to us?" 

"Wrong," said Scott. "In the first place a good TW 
will outlive you so it is your kids that will get the 
principal. If you disburse principal, you'll get it back 
i n the same year - tax free - not when she dies, after
t ax. In January each year, you will distribute $200,000 
o f principal to the TW. She will soon thereafter decide 
t o make $10,000 gifts to the 20 family members, the same 
g ifts your dad should make this year. She will do this 
out ~f fondness for her stepchildren, and their families, 
and ln memory of the beloved Dr. Crown." 

"Those gifts would be tax free. Right?" asked Chip, 
t he light beginning to dawn. 

"That's right," said Scott. "Think about it! If 
your unmarr~ed dad leaves all his assets to you kids, 
Uncle Sam wlll get half. If he leaves it to a Q- tip 
t rust for a TW who conduits it down to the family, the TW 
only has to live for 20 years, to move $4,000,000 down 
f ree of tax." 

"What is the TW (one can see the unknown lady 
starting to materialize in the young man's mind) dies in 
a wreck or something before she can conduit it down? 
What happens to the Q-tip trust?" 
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"The - T':'p i s subjec t to tax in the TW's estate. 
However, if s ' e has lit tle of her own (by the way, a TW 
should be a person of modest means. Helps the tax 
situation at her death and makes her more likely to agree 
to this scheme ) . If she has little then her exemption 
can app ly to the assets that are coming back to you. 
Thus, t he family picks up an additional exemption. 
Assuming she lives to year 2007, the exemption will be 
$1,00 0,000 - up from the current $600,000. There's a 
$500, 000 tax saving right there." 

Chip thought a minute. "Okay, assuming we could 
find a TW, what's in it for her? You don't know my Dad. 
Who would want to live with him?" 

"What's in it for her? How about $80,000 a year, 
probably for the rest of her life and who said anything 
about living together. Assume a 4 million dollar Q-tip 
- assume a $200,000 that's (5%) reduction in principal 
through the conduit gifts - and assume $80,000 that's 
(2%) in income e ach year to the TW. You'l] invest that 
trust in stocks which pay a 2% dividend, and which 
appreciate, at l east 8% annually for a total return of 
10%. 2% for the TW, 5% for you kids, total payout of 7% 
- leaves 3% for what? For growth. That 4 million dollar 
portfolio goes up $120,000 the first year. Never forget 
the power of compounding my friend. That Q-tip never 
runs dry. Each of you will get $10,000 a year tax free 
the rest of TW's life. In ten years your immediate 
family will get back the $400,000 you would have 
inherited from your Dad, and the Q-tip will run a lot 
longer than 10 years. Then, at the time of TW's death , 
everyone gets a lump sum distribution of more than they 
w?uld ~ave . rece~ved at your Dad's death. Talk about a 
Wln, Wln sltuatl0n!" 

"What about capital gains tax? Won't I have to sell 
P&G in the trust to have $200,000 ln principal to 
distribute to the TW?" 

"Why sell?" asked Scott. "Distribute the stock in 
kind. She wi ll gift it back in kind. You don't have to 
give cash to use the exclusion. Some people think it's 
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a good idea for the younger generations to own stock 
anyway - the capital gains tax keeps them from selling to 
buy that Saab convertible." 

"But what if we can't find a TW willing to sign a 
conduit trust agreement, Scott?" 

"I've got news for you, Chip. You can't have a 
written agreement about conduit gifts. That would 
destroy the marital deduction in your Dad's estate. You 
have to go on a handshake. You need to find a 
trustworthy TW." 

Driving back from Columbus, inspiration struck. 
Chip knew the Crown TW - Honor Chisel, his father's 
devoted hygienist, who had helped make the last 15 years 
of his practice much better than the first 20. Honor, 
now age 39, had devoted her life to Dr. Crown until he 
hung up his picks, drills, air gun, and other implements 
of torture. She admired his craft, his loyalty to his 
patients, and endured occasional fanny pats. An ample, 
but plain, girl - Honor never married. After Dr. Crown 
retired, she took another hygienist job, but remained 
devoted to Dr. Crown. Perhaps she wasn't a classic TW, 
but she certainly could be a W2. How could is father 
object to marrying this pure, innocent, generous girl who 
had always doted on him for the general good of the 
Crowns? 

Chip found 1-71 not monotonous - not boring but 
exhilarating, not because of the flat, well - kept farm 
lands recently gleaned of their soy bean and corn crops, 
but because of the thoughts racing through his mind - his 
new expertise - the new purpose in his life. As he 
reworked his plan, he suddenly remembered, dower rights. 
What if the TW agreed to the unwritten conduit plan, but 
then claimed dower rights at Dr. Crown's death. She'd be 
entitled to 1/3rd of his estate regardless of what a will 
or trust said. He pulled out Scott's card, punched the 
number on his cell phone, and found Scott already back in 
his office . 
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"Oh!" s ai - Sc tt . "I should have told you that the 
TW wo u ld need LO sign a prenuptial agreement saying in 
effect : 'what' s yours is yours and what's mine is mine' 
- at either death or divorce. That's where the TW waives 
dower r ight s. " 

"One more thing, Scott. What if the TW double
crosses us? Dad dies. Next year I hand her $200,000 in 
principal but she reneges? Or what if she's disabled and 
doesn't have the marbles to make the gifts back?" 

"You're stuck, i n the first case, my friend. You're 
out that year's $200,000. But you certainly wouldn't 
distribute principal in future years, and you'd flip that 
portfolio into real growth stuff, life Microsoft and 
Micron. Get it? Ratchet those dividends down. The 
principal then comes back to your kids at her death. A 
good generation skipping plan at little cost to your 
generation. And to handle a disability, you have the TW 
sign a durable power of attorney - giving you, .or y-our 
designated successor, the power to make the condult glfts 
for her if she goes bonkers - in continuation of the plan 
she has started. Again - your best protection is to find 
a reliable, young, healthy TW. Someone who needs the 
money and feels kindly about your family." 

Chip knew that person. That night Chip and his 
sisters met with Dr. Crown. He explained the plan. His 
sisters said "yes." Dr. Crown said "You must be nuts. 
Why would I want to get married and why would Honor want 
to marry me?" 

"Dad, it isn't a real marriage. It's only on paper. 
You wouldn't live together, or anything like that, 
although we might buy her a condominium next to yours for 
appearance sake. After the marriage, you wouldn't have 
much to do with her - occasional visits like she makes 
now. It is strictly business." 

"Your mother would rollover in her grave. II 
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"Wrong, Dad. She'll send down a cheer when she sees 
you saving her beloved P&G from Uncle Sam. Won't you at 
least let me talk to Honor about it?1I 

Dr. Crown reluctantly agreed, knowing that Honor 
would have nothing to do with this hair-brained scheme -
this tax tail wagging the family dog. IIWhy would she 
accept these payments? She's too proud." 

"Wait a minute, Dad. She was the best thing that 
ever happened to your practice. She gave you 15 years -
50 hour weeks - no overtime - never sick, and has no 
pension to show for it. This could be your pension, or 
something like it. In fact you might call it an 
'honorarium'. Here's how Webster defines an honorarium. 
'An honorary payment or reward usually given as 
compensation for services on which custom or propriety 
forbids any fixed business price to be set, or for which 
no payment can be enforced at law.' That's pretty close 
to what we're talking about. It's not exactly a pension. 
It's not quite an honorarium. Let's just call it her 
arium. Honor's Arium." 

IICall it what you want," Dr. Crown said . "But I bet 
she won't go for it." 

Miss Chisel comprehended the critical factors 
quickly. Would she be willing to accept $80,000 or more 
a year, for the rest of her life, in return for marrying 
Dr. Crown and filtering $200,000 of principal through her 
hands each year after his death? Yes, she would. Not 
for the income flow shp. pxplained, rathe r for lier 
admiration and respect for Dr. Crown and his family. 

In order came the blood tests, the license, the 
prenuptial agreement, the ceremony performed by the 
marrying judge, a quiet dinner overlooking the river, and 
everyone went horne to their respective homes. On 
Scott's advice, Chip insisted that Honor have a lawyer 
sign off on the prenuptial agreement. Dr. Crown 
remembered a lawyer patient in Kenwood who could help 
Honor. 
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A round of Jecember gifts, doubled in size with the 
new Mrs. Cr wn adding her exclusion rights, left the 
Crown children fe eling prosperous, the sisters feeling 
grateful to Chip , and Dr. Crown and Honor somewhat 
perplexed about their new circumstances . 

Shortly before the nuptials, Chip had arranged for 
the parties to sign the prenuptial agreement, and for Dr. 
Crown to sign the Q-tip trust. Recognizing his 
limitat ions, Chip asked Scott Scrivener to prepare the 
documents and supervise the closing. Scott, considered 
the possibil ity that a certain someone might claim that 
Dr. Crown had been incompetent or under duress at the 
closing, in which event the Q-tip trust and the 
prenuptial agreement would be void, but the marriage 
contract could still be valid, thus reinstating dower 
rights. Apparently, it takes a lower level of competence 
to enter into a marriage contract than to enter into 
other business arrangements . Scott had the Crowns buy an 
insurance policy in the form of a videotaped signing 
ceremony. Present were a psychologist, Dr. Crown's 
banker, and two nurses who had attended Dr. Crown during 
his latest hospitalization. 

Prior to the signing, with promptings from the 
psychologist, and the banker and Scott, Dr. Crown 
discussed his financial affairs, his state of mind his 
motivations, and his feelings for all his children' and 
the ~t~tus of the intended. The witnessing' and 
notarlzlng went smoothly. Chip put the video and the 
documents in his safe deposit box. Scott's plan not only 
saved taxes I but it also avoided the publicity of a 
p:obate procedure. Dr. Crown transferred title to all 
h:-s as~e~s to the "Dr. Karl Crown Living Trust" - the 
dlSPOsltlve document that contained the Q-tip trust to b 
used later. e 

After scurrying around getting married and . 
~axes for h~s kids, Dr. Crown suffe red a relapse. sa~~~~ 
ln ~h~ hospltal, he was surprised, but pleased, to have 
a V1Slt from Honor . After a few minutes of pleasantries 
Dr. Crown suggested that she call him "Karl" instead o~ 
"Dr. Crown." "After all, we ~ married," he smiled. 
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Bolstered by his kindness, Honor said, "Karl, I hope 
you won't think this is too personal, but I really do 
care about you - all that planning aside. I know that 
you and your children have decided that ' you shouldn't 
have surgery, but I read something the other day that 
might interest you. I will leave it with you." She gave 
him a newspaper article and left. 

"Such a sweet child," mused Dr. Crown as he unfolded 
the article. I!And I never really noticed what pretty 
blue eyes she has. I can't understand why she never got 
married. I! He laughed. "She is married," he thought. 
"To me . Too bad I can't do anything about it." He 
chuckled wryly at the thought. Reading the paper he 
learned that Michael Harris, a Traverse City urologist, 
had developed a new method that actually uses a procedure 
dating to 1904 for doing prostate surgery - make an 
incision near the anus instead of through the abdomen as 
i s common practice. patients recovered quicker using 
this method, but it had been largely dropped because 
going through the abdomen allowed doctors to remove lymph 
nodes if necessary, if they found the cancer had spread. 
Dr. Harris also used methods learned from abdominal 
surgery, to reduce the risk of loss of bladder contro] 
and sexual function. Finally, he employed a form of 
cryptosurgery in a quick non- invasive technique that 
resulted in an "everything to gain - little to losel! 
situation for men with advanced prostate cancer. 

Honor visited Karl frequently the following week. 
He asked her to bring him more information on the Harris 
technique. Why not do it, he thought. Time to take 
control. 

Dr. Crown informed his childrAn he was considering 
a new form of surgery. (He didn't tell them how he 
discovered it). Despite the children's protestations' 
"Dad, do you really want to go through this?", Dr. Crow~ 
checked into the Munson Medical Center in Traverse City. 
Dr. Harris cut and stitched as advertised. To the 
surpris~ of Chip and his si~ters, Dr. Crown thought it 
approprlate that Honor be wlth him at Munson - just to 
keep up appearances. 
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. f returned from a day trip to the 

Chlp and. Buf, Y . _ rather dirty compared to the 
close-by Itall~n Rlvlera th had found a wonderful 
F ench shorellne but ey d t d 
r~staurant on the water. He found a message an ~e u~n~t 
a phone call from his sister - placed late t e nlg 
before - her time. 

"Chip," she said. "You can't imagine what's going 
on with Dad. He is a different person. The ,surgery has 
changed his out look on life. He actually sml~es ~ow"and 
then. Honor seems to have something to do wlth It. 

"Smiles?" wondered Chip aloud. 

"You won't believe this," said his sister. "But Dad 
told me a dentist story the last time I saw him." 

"A what?" 

"Listen. It seems this patient got a new upper 
plate. After six months, it started to make his mouth 
sore. When he went back the dentist asked him if he had 
changed his eating habits. It turns out the patient's 
wife had gone to a cooking class and learned to make 
hollandaise. The patient loved the sauce so much he ate 
it on everything - 3 meals a day. The dentist told him 
che lemon juice in Che hollandaise was corroding the 
plate. The patient asked what he could do. The dentist 
said he could either stop eating hollandaise, or get a 
$10,000 chromium plate which would resist the 
hollandaise. Not wanting to give up the sauce, the 
patient said okay, but at that price he wanted a lifetime 
guarantee on the high tech plate. No problem said the 
dentist everyone knows 'there's no plate like chrome for 
the hollandaise.' "I'm worried about Dad," she said. 
"You'd better come home." Chip and Buffy left the next 
day. 

Chip and his sisters confronted Dr. Crown and Honor 
in their condominium. Dr. Crown explained how foolish it 
was to rent an extra condominium for Honor. He and she 
could keep up appearances better in the same one. A 
glOW.LIl9 Dr . Crown went on to explain to his children that 
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a rehabilitation period had followed his surgery 
including a certain amount of physical therapy, best 
performed every four hours night and day. The 
therapist had suggested to the attentive Mrs. Crown that 
perhaps she could learn to do the therapy, thereby saving 
some therapist expAnse. As long as Honor was staying in 
the guest room nearby, why should a therapist have to 
come around during the middle of the night? 

There sat the Crown family. Chip and his sisters 
dumbfounded and speechless - speculating what might have 
gone on. Dr. Crown, holding Honor's hand, guessed the 
children would be delighted to know that he was cured -
the surgery had been a complete success. The doctor said 
so. 

"That's great Dad," said Chip. IIBut just what did 
Dr. Harris say?1I 

"Oh, it wasn't Dr. Harris," his father said, "it was 
Dr. Swollin - Honor's gynecologist . He said: she's 
pregnant! II 

When Chip had first called Scott to tell him that 
they had found a TW - Scott had said, "Before you tell 
me. Let me guess. Is she 39?" 

"That's right!" said Chip. IIHow did you know?1I 

III have a rule of thumb. You subtract the age of 
the TW from the geezer's age, and you multiply the 
difference by $100,000. You told me your dad was worth 
4 million dollars - divided by 100 big ones equals 40 _ 
deducted from 79 makes her 39." 

In the latest phone call, Chip told Scott the bad 
news. "Dad told me he redid his plan. He's leaving 
$600,000 to us, but he's giving the rest outright to 
Honor. No more Q-Tip. She told him she would carry out 
the conduit plan - without me having to go through the 
principal distribution routine each year. She also told 
him she would protect their son. She had a sonogram. 
Dad's naming him Karl, Jr." 
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"sounds to e ike duress and/or dementia," said 
Scott. "You sho ld be able to break the new plan." 

"You know what they did?" said Chip. "They went 
back to that Kenwood lawyer to prepare the new documents. 
He had them use the same psychologist, nurses, banker, 
and the same videotaper go through the same procedure we 
had him do. Dad wants us to be satisfied that 
everything's on the up and up. What's more, the lawyer 
stuck an 'in terrorem clause' in the trust. If we 
contest, we will lose what little he does leave us." 

So it is that we find Chip back on 1-71 to 
Columbus for another CLE session - thinking: "Well, at 
least I didn't tell anyone other than my sisters about 
Scott's magic conduit trust. If the IRS boys ever find 
ou~ about that one - we'd get another Tax Relief Act real 
quick. " 

The subject of Chip's next CLE? "Wills, Trusts and 
How to Break Them." 

A SETTLED ISSUE? 

December 8, 1997 Eugene L. Saenger 

This ~aper has been a bit difficult hecause of the 
random development of events. On the occasion of my 
last paper at the Literary Club, a number of members 
had gathered to hear me relate a mea culpa as to just 
how my ox had been gored in attempting to defend a 
considerable portion of my life that had been devoted 
to research involving human beings. Fortunately I was 
able to disguise the title in such a way as to mislead 
the audience and yet get a few laughs. 
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